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A GUIDE FOR OUR GUESTS

CHURCH GALLERY

OFFER- 
Gifts, card and clothes

Church gallery is a lovely and extensive
gift store over 3 floors right in the middle

of Kirkby Stephen. Their Christmas
decorations and gift selection really is

something else and you could probably
do 90% of your shopping at this one

place! Not only this but they also have an
in store coffee shop with self-service cake

and drinks for you to enjoy. 
They have very kindly provided a voucher
for a free coffee which is collectable from

the hotel reception.

RENAISSANCE

OFFER-
Clothes, accessories  and shoes

Renaissance is such a lovely store!
Stocking a variety of brands such as Emu
and Peregrine's ladieswear it is the place

to go for a personal shopping feel. The
owner is fabulous at stocking whole outfit
selections so you can get everything you
were looking for all in one place; shoes,
trousers and top and a coat so you can
walk out with a brand new winter look. 

Renaissance have very kindly offered our
guests the discount of 10% on all of her
ranges when you quote the hotels offer
and show this brochure. Treat yourself!

THE CAKE ORCHARD

OFFER- 
Cakes and woodwork

The Cake Orchard is a highlight of the
village with some beautifully crafted

woodwork and scrumptious cakes! This
lovely wee place is the place to go for
hand crafted wooden toys, chopping

boards, gifts and of course stunning cakes
and cupcakes! The wooden items can be

personalised if ordered in advance, as can
the cakes if there is something scrummy

you would like to take home for the
Christmas table. The Cake Orchard have

very kindly offered a  Free cupcake to all
of our guests when bringing this guide

and referencing the hotel.

THE SHOP OF
ANTIQUITY

Our pick of the bunch.
Antiques and curios. 

The Shop of Antiquity does exactly what it
says on the tin! It stocks a variety of

antiques, collectables and oddities for
you to enjoy. In the vein of an eco-friendly
Christmas - why not get something a little
different for the family this year and stock

up on the antiques!

Some of our fabulous local stores have offered a little something extra
for you in Kirkby Stephen...

MINI EDEN

Our pick of the bunch!
Kids clothes and toys

We LOVE Mini Eden! Mini Eden stocks
second-hand clothes and accessories for
babies and children. We love the idea of

an eco-friendly, independent, local
Christmas and if that's what you're

looking for Mini Eden is the place for you.
Not only are the second hand clothes all
excellent quality but you can also grab a
coffee, cake or soup from their in house

café! They also have a play zone, so if
you're here with kids this should be stop

number 1. 
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5 minuites drive from our front door and you're in the idyllic

market town of Kirkby Stephen. Over the past few years

Kirkby has really boomed and now boasts lots of very cute

gift shops and independents. Keep an eye our for the large

parrots you might catch a glimpse of flying above the town.

Having been released from captivity several years ago they

have become a feature of the village. 

CROFT HOUSE

Gifts and accessories

Croft house stocks everything from mugs
to candles, ornaments to scarves. It is

such a cute little place to pick out a lovely
Christmas gift for the whole family. Take
special note of their vintage items in the

glass cabinet on the right hand side.
There's some lovely brooches and

jewellery in there that shouldn't be
missed. 

GIRVAN'S FLOWER
SHOP AND THE POST

OFFICE

Lovely flowers, vases and
gifts

The florist in Kirkby Stephen offers some
lovely bouquets, dried flowers as well as
potted plants and some gifts. The perfect
place to pick up your poinsettia and post
some Christmas cards at the same time.

MAD ABOUT
MOUNTAINS

Outdoor wear

Mad about Mountains is a cute store
selling everything you could need for your
country outdoor adventures. Their café is

currently closed due to Covid-19 but do
pop in for everything from boots to

bottles. 

LITTLE
TREAUSRES

Children's clothes and toys

Little treasures stocks an adorable array
of high quality children's clothes as well

as traditional wooden toys, stocking
fillers and general loveliness. With brands

including Frugi and Kite you can be
assured that all of these pieces are

excellent quality. If you're not sure what
to buy the little ones in you family the

staff are on hand to make sure you get the
gift that is just right. 

PAST AND
PRESENTS

Locally made gifts and
antiques

Hidden away up the cut behind the
market square is Past and Presents, a

little shop with a lot of heart. They stock
everything from quaint antiques,

homemade rag rugs, art and cards. It
really is the cosiest little shop and you'll

be greeted with a huge welcome every
time. If you're looking for some special
little bits and bobs which say "country

cosy" you will be hard pressed not to find
it here. 
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ONLY WILLOW

Local gifts and crafts

Only willow stocks some beautiful items!
All made in the local area, their tag line
"your friend made this" really is true for
us locals! Beautiful jewellery, felt works,

wood work and so much more. You might
even be lucky enough to see the owner

crafting away in the back when you visit.
Some items can be personalised or made
to measure for something no one else will

have. 

THE BOOKSHOP

Children's books and local
guides. 

The Bookshop is hidden away slightly
round the back of the tourist information
so make sure you don't miss it. It stocks

lovely, excellent quality children's books
as well as a selection of books about the

local area. Pop in for Christmas eve books
for all the family to read together. 

WESTMORLAND

Gifts, clothes and food

Not quite Kirkby Stephen but 10 minutes
drive in the other direction towards Tebay

is Westmorland. Don't let the "services"
sign be deceiving, Westmorland stocks

THE most gorgeous local produce,
clothes, kids gifts, books and homeware. I

really cant hype this place up enough.
Let's just say it's a problem for my debit
card whenever I go! It's really a highlight
of the Christmas shopping occasion ... go

go go!

BUTTERCUP

Cafe and shop

Buttercup stocks everything from
homeware, cushions, woodwork and

kitchenware. It has a little something for
everyone. If you're a bit worn out after all

the shopping, Buttercup also has a café
inside so you can browse with a coffee in

hand or a piece of cake to accompany
your basket of goodies. 

SILVER SWEETS

Sweets amd kids toys

Looking for a bit of nostalgia? Look no
further than Silver sweets on the high

street for all your traditional sweet treats
and loveliness. Selling all sorts of

traditional sweets and channelling a vibe
of Roald Dahl's "Boy" you'll enjoy filling

up on some stocking fillers here with
sweets and traditional kid's toys on offer. 
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AN HOURS DRIVE FROM OUR DOOR, THIS MARKET TOWN ON

THE BANKS OF DERWENTWATER IS DELIGHT TO VISIT.

PACKED WITH INDEPENDENT SHOPS AS WELL AS SOME

MORE WELL KNOWN COUNTRY BRANDS, IT'S THE PERFECT

PLACE TO TICK SOME GIFTS OFF THE LIST. ENJOY THE DRIVE

OVER THERE, SIT BY THE LAKE AND WRAP UP WARM.

GRAPHITE GALLERY
CUMBRIA

LOCAL ARTS AND CRAFTS

This lovely shop just opened after
lockdown and the owner has made the

shop and museum so cosy and
welcoming. Stocking paintings drawn
with local graphite and charcoal from
mines in West Cumbria, locally crafted

baskets and hand painted slate art, this is
the perfect place to buy an authentic bit

of Cumbria and learn about the rich
history of the region in the mini museum

at the same time. 

THE LAKE DISTRICT
FLORIST

Lovely flowers, vases and
gifts

The Lake District Florist stocks a wide
variety of gorgeous flowers, vases and a

selection of small gifts. A wonderful place
to grab some ferns to dress your wrapping
in an eco-festive vibe and pick up a lovely

vase for the wife at the same time. 

PODGY PAWS

Don't forget the four
legged friends this year

Podgy paws stocks an extensive range of
gifts for your four legged friends. With

everything from dog coats to bird feed it
really is an emporium with everything

they could need. They even stock snoods
for dogs who may have ventured out

slightly unprepared in the cold of The
Lakes (as my dog Austin and I did while

researching). A finer selection of dog
coats and attire you wont find anywhere

else. 

BOOKENDS

A bookshop stocking all
sorts

Bookends stocks a selection of popular,
mainstream books and novels as well as a

wide selection of literature about
Cumbria, local history and life in the

countryside. In the run up to Christmas
they also stock some signed first editions
and special print runs of books that you
really will treasure for many a year. They

are very knowledgeable so if you don't
know quite what you're looking for - ask

at the desk and they'll point you to
something you never knew you were

missing.  

CHERRYDIDI

Local arts and crafts

Cherrydidi really is a very special place,
stocking a variety of crafts ranging from

felting, cards, framed original and printed
art, jewellery and so much more! You'll

end up spending a lot longer in here than
you've bargained for as you work your

way around the store. There always seems
to be something you didn't see the first

time. I would recommend a walk around
this one, then a coffee break, then go

back in and have another look. This really
is supporting local at it's best, 
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THE RED GECKO

Wall art, mosaics and
jewellery

Red Gecko is a lovely little shop nestled
onto the left hand side branch of the high
street. Stocking a variety of wall art and

mosaics you can choose your purchase to
suit your home with everything from
coastal vibes to country chic designs.

Their jewellery is big, bold and beautiful
for the colourful people in your life and
makes the perfect gift. Stop on by and

look at their beaded delights. 

PRICE WALKER

Antiques and collectables

This lovely antiques shop is a great place
to pick up some gifts for the whole family,

with everything from vintage Beatrix
Potter models to beautiful jugs and vases.
The owner is quite the expert and will be
able to tell you the history of everything

he stocks. It's well worth a browse around
and you will leave with a bit of unique

history which always make the best gifts. 

KEWSICK
COLLECTABLES

Antiques, collectables and
vinyl

Keswick collectables stocks a huge range
of trinkets, oddities and vinyl to give the
perfect gift. Everything is unique in this

store and the owners are very
knowledgeable about everything from
their historic stamps  to their extensive
music collection.  You'll find something

here for your history loving Grandpa, your
alternative music loving Niece or your
quirky Uncle - definitely worth a visit.

SILVER THREAD

Clothes and accessories

This lovely shop on the market square is a
lovely stop off for the ladies or when

buying something for a special lady in the
family. Packed with scarves, socks,

jewellery, accessories, cards, gifts and
clothing items. They even have very

stylish face masks if you've left yours in
the car. With everything from candles to 
 fancy dungarees, you can really fill your

boots at Silver Thred. 

LOVE THE LAKES

Everything lakes

Love the Lakes makes beautiful home
fragrances, gins, food selections and

bathroom smellies as well as stocking a
variety of other Lakes delights. The shop

itself is beautiful and you'll be able to
smell the shop before you get there.

Indulge in some new perfume, get some
chutney for the Christmas table, a rug to

snuggle up with - all in the knowledge
that they are all made with love, in

Cumbria, for you.
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Other highstreet shops in Keswick include Joules, Seasalt, Fat

Face and many outdoor shops for you to explore. 

THE KESWICK
CHEESE DELI

Cheese, snacks and gifts

There's no nicer Christmas gift than a
hamper of delicious food to get us

through those long winter nights. If this is
what you're looking for then make sure to

stop  by The Cheese Deli to grab some
local cheeses, cheese boards and deli

snacks. You'll leave with enough cheese
to see us through another lockdown and

eat it all before you get home. 

TOUCHWOOD

Children's toys

Touchwood is nestled down the side alley
behind the cheese deli - make sure you

don't miss it. Filled with wooden
children's toys, it's such a lovely treat to
see the children's fun of old. With little

wooden farm animals, puppets and push
along toys, it's got something for all the
kids in your family whilst also being eco-
friendly. The shop itself is so lovely and
sweet, you'll definitely want to pop by.

ALTERNATIVE

Gifts and homeware

Alternative stocks a wide variety of
homeware, gifts and decorations. You'll

be spoilt for choice a their shop up by
Costa on the main street. From notebooks

to teddies it's got something for the
whole family. Their stock of country

kitchen loveliness makes a great gift for
foodies, jugs and vases for your green

fingered friends and stationary galore for
those writters among us. 

SANOOK

Aromatherapy, homemade
incense, eco toiletries and

burners.

Sanook smells totally amazing! Let your
nose guide your way to it up the side

street opposite Alternative.  Stocking eco-
shampoo bars, burners, incense and sage

it is the perfect place to head to for all
your eco-conscious family and friends as

well as anyone who enjoys a lovely,
indulgent bubble bath. You might even be
lucky enough to see the owner making her

own scented burner oil - grab a whiff if
you can - it's lovely!

KEWSICK
MARKET

Thursday and Saturday

Keswick market is a delight to behold and
is still at the time of writing continuing

through Covid-19 with a one way system
and marshals in place to make sure

everyone can feel as safe as possible.
There are lovely stalls such as this one,
The Coffee Kitchen Bakery, Corby Gates
Knitwear from Colin Robinson, Country
Flavour cheeses and deli goodness and

much much more! These change regularly
and are well worth a visit. Most stalls take
card but you may need some cash as well

for the smaller stalls. 
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Made famous this year by the arrival of a certain (now ex)

government minister, Barnard Castle is a very cute little

market town. The lights are up early this year and The Bowes

Museum are putting on lots of Christmas, socially distanced

events (booking necessary) - check out their website before

setting off. Have a wonder around the town featured in

several Charles Dickens novels. Keep an eye out for the many

blue plaques around the town to get in the Dickensian

Christmas spirit. 

OSWELLS

Coffee table books,
stationary and homeware

Oswell's has got the "hygge" vibe down to
a tee. Selling very aesthetically pleasing

homeware and a range of coffee table
books which will make your living room

feel all cosy, this shop has something
gorgeous for every budget. Their unique
cards are delightful, stationary for every
organiser and homeware for the country

home - this one comes highly
recommended. 

RANTER'S YARD

Antiques, toys and
collectables

Ranter's yard has everything you could
ever possibly know you wanted... and a
few things you never knew you needed.
Stocking everything from an authentic
electro-shock machine, WW2 medical

boxes to 80's toy memorabilia this shop is
worth a walk around  even if you're not in
the market for anything. With something

suitable for every budget we can
guarantee you'll find something you love,
from a map to an ash tray that looks like

an owl. 100% worth a visit.

ROBSON'S
ANTIQUES

Antiques

This antique shop is a treasure trove of
delights stocking full size furniture,
beautiful lace, retro glassware and

everything in between. Make sure to
spend lots of time in the first section

which has lots of little trinkets which are
perfect for weird and wonderful stocking

fillers before venturing though to the
bottom floor with lots of gorgeous tiles,

cups aand larger items. 

MISSION HALL
ANTIQUES CENTRE

Antiques indoor market

Mission Hall Antiques Centre stocks wares
from more than 40 dealers meaning their
range is enormous! Vintage and designer
clothing, beautiful high end jewellery and
smaller trinkets are some of the range but

if you're looking for something a little
different there is a large flag reminiscent

of the opening scenes of Les Misérables to
the room on the left which any Christmas
selection is dying for! You'll have so much

fun spending an hour in here wondering
and speaking to the shops lovely owner

behind the till. 

ALLIUM
INTERIORS

Homeware and gifts

Allium stocks a range of homeware and
gifts including candles, baby clothes from

Herdy, a range of handmade mugs and
jugs as well as Christmas decorations and

stocking fillers. Their cushions and
blankets are also a highlight. Pop by and

say hi!
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CONNELLY'S TOY
SHOP

Children's toys

A more traditional toy shop you wont
easily find. This toy shop has been on the

bank in Barnard Castle for longer than I've
been around. Step into this time capsule

of a local toy shop and indulge all the
children in your family with a range from
the latest must haves to traditional toys. 

BY THE WEIGH

Eco-friendly shop

By the weigh stocks eco-friendly,
refillable food stuffs such as oils and rices

as well as small gifts with a conscience.
You'll be hard pressed to not leave with
some of their truthpaste or some eco-

friendly stocking fillers that will make you
and the recipient feel very good.

CLAIRE

Knitted and bespoke
clothing 

On the hill leading down towards the river
is Claire International. This shop boasts

some lovely bespoke clothing for woman,
men and children. Having been

established in 1979 this shop has many
years of experience in designing, making

and delivering special knitwear and
clothing for everyone.  A knitted delight!

M & J ANTIQUES

Antiques and curiosities

This little antique shop has a big
personality with lots of weird and

wonderful taxidermy, unusual paintings,
eclectic items of furniture and general
wonderfulness. If a stuffed mole and a

1800s portrait are the things missing from
underneath your Christmas tree this year

this is the place to go - you'll love it! 

WILD DAISY

Ladies fahsion and
accessories

Wild daisy is one  of the newest additions
to Barney and it's a lovely one. Stocking a

range of ladies clothing brands such as
Seasalt, Nomads and Adini. Their

accessories are also lovely with gloves,
scarves and jewellery. If you're looking for

a gift for mum, wife or aunty then this is
the place to stop. The staff are also very
knowledgeable and will be able to help

with sizing if the person you're buying for
isnt with you.
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There are many many shops in Barney which are all lovely!

Some of the more high street offerings in Barney include

Boots, Fat Face and Costa if youre looking for something in

particular. 

STAR FLOWERS

Florist and gift shop

This florist and gift emporium stocks
incense, pictures, vases and a multitude
of trinkets for you to take home. Whilst
you're visiting Barnard Castle you may

want to pick up your very own "Barnard
Castle eye test" so you too can check if
you have Covid. Joking aside, the dried
and fresh flower selection here is also

lovely and the gifts are delightful - well
worth a visit. 

CHOCOLATE FAYRE

Handmade chocolates

Chocolate Fayre sells, as you would
expect, chocolates! A huge variety of

handmade, delicious chocolates are on
offer as well as pre-made up Christmas
boxes, chocolate designs such as a tool

box or sewing set for your sweet toothed
relatives. They also sell delicious coffee
which isn't to be missed! It's right at the
back on the shelf near the door. Don't let

it pass you by!

MARKET CROSS
AND HOPPERS
JEWELLERS

Jewellery

There are two Jewellers to pick from in
Barney and both worth a visit and both
are staples of the high street that have

been here for many a year. Stocking both
new and antique jewellery there's

something for different budgets and
tastes. 

RUBY AND D'S
INTERIORS

Upcycled furniture, home
accessories

Ruby and D specialise in upcycled
furniture. If you're in the market for

something smaller make sure you stop by
as she also does smaller items such as

mirrors as well as stocking napkin rings,
tins and jugs. If you fancy upcycling

something of your own for Christmas
come here for inspiration and some paint

for you to make a truly homemade gift. 

HOLLBERRIE

Ladies clothes and
accessories

Hollberries, up the road from the post
office, really is a little gem of a shop.

Stocking lots of Kew Garden's prints you
can pick up a lovely gift for the ladies in

your life here. They also have a selection
of smaller gifts such as jewellery and

scarves if it's more of a stocking filler you
want. Don't be confused by the two shop
fronts, its all the same store but has two

seperate rooms. 
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Kendal is known as the gateway to The Lakes so expect lots

of walking shops, cute independents and little cafes. The

town itself is a cute little slate town which looks like

something out of a Beatrix Potter novel still in parts. With a

mix of independents and high street staples it's a great place

to explore with a lovely Christmas vibe. 

1657 CHOCOLATE
SHOP

Chocolatier

This little chocolate shop on the hill is so
cute! It's a special little stop off which has

been part of Kendal for many a century.
Drop by and have a chat with the very

knowledgeable staff  can put together a
bespoke box just for your loved one..... or

you. 

BEGIN WITH NATURE 

Bathroom goodies

Begin with nature stocks natural bath and
beauty products. You'll smell its delightful

self before you find it down on the New
Shambles. All lovely delights are made

with natural ingredients which makes you
feel so deliciously spoilt. Their motto of

bath, body and soul really sums this place
up. Treat the stressed out people of your

life in 2020 with a relaxing bath and a chill
out this Christmas. 

THE KITTEN AND THE
GOAT/ THE POSH
DOG CLOTHING

COMPANY

Craft store/ Pet store

This adorable craft shop on the new
shambles stocks everything you could

want for your latest lockdown craft
project or your last minute card making...
and that's not all! The Posh dog Clothing
Company is located on the same site and

stocks everything dogtastic. The wares on
offer are all made with love and you'll

never find a more crafty pet store! 

FARRERS

Chocolate, tea and coffee

Farrers is one of the oldest shops in
Kendal and looks like something out of

Harry Potter. Stocking chocolate, tea and
coffee, this is the best place to stop for a
takeaway coffee break (or sit in - Covid
dependent) and take away some little

stocking fillers of foodie goodness at the
same time. I recommend the hot

chocolate spoons!

HIGHSTREET GOODNESS

Don't forget about the bigger shops in Kendal-
Here's some bigger shops that feel small and

cosy. We get that sometimes you want to go to
one of those staples - so here's a list of some of

the good stuff in Kendal.  

Joules -Next - M&S - Boots - Wave Jewellery
Fat face- Crew - Maya Maya - Warehouse - White stuff
Booths- Nevisport - Mountain Warehouse - Trespass
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FOOD NUDE

Eco friendly store

FoodNude is a vibrant, Zero Waste shop in
Blackhall Yard selling food without the

plastic packaging and by weight, meaning
shoppers can buy as little or as much as

they need. Everything they sell is
dispensed into either a paper bag or

Customer's own containers should they
wish to bring them.

HAPPY FEET

Shoe store

Happy Feet are situated at the entrance to
Blackhall Yard, just off the High Street on

Stricklandgate.  They are Kendal's only
independent women's footwear retailer. 

 They stock a large range of brands in
sizes 3 -8/36-42, including: Merrell, Rieker,

Fly London, Josef Seibel, Gabor, Crocs
and many more.

HERDY

Flagship store

I'm sure you've seen Herdy sheep before
with their cute little fluffy faced designs.

This flagship store in Kendal is located on
Stramongate and stocks all their lovely
fabrics, mugs, kitchenware, teddies and

bags. With heaps of northern delights you
can be sure that these products are made
in the north with so much love and care.
Take a piece of Cumbria home with you. 

JOULES B

Designer clothing

Joules B is spread over 2 shops which
stock menswear and ladieswear from

various upmarket brands. Treat yourself
to something really special and have a
browse around their lovely shop. The

shop assistants know everything there is
to know about what works well together

and which treats to get for the lady or
gentleman in your life who has

everything.  

ARMSTRONG WARD

Kids toys, homeware, interiors and a cute cafe

Over two floors, Armstrong Ward stovks a variety of different things for the
shopper who want to get all of your  independent goodness in the same

place. They have a brilliant selection of eco-friendly children's toys,
stationary and upmarket homeware for the country cottage or house.

Downstairs they stock lovely fabrics and cushions as well as jewellery and
treats in their on site café. Make sure you pop in as it's tucked away to the

side of Booths and quite easy to miss. 
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Kirkby Lonsdale is such a cute little town! Put on the map as

being the location of some of John Ruskin's famous works of

art, it is well worth a visit! The market town itself has been

used in so many movies and tv shows over the years

including Dolittle with Robert Downey Jr which came out

this year. Head on down (via the other cute little stop off of

Sedbergh), over Devil's Bridge and into this picturesque

shopping heaven.

ABRAHAM'S

Accessories, gifts and
stationary

Abraham's stocks lots of loveliness for the
special women in your life. Clothing

brands such as Barbour and Diana Wilson
fill the shelves alongside toiletries, male

grooming products and dog clothes mean
there's something for everyone in one

shop.  I especially like their Liberty fabric
hankies and Barbour dog coats. 

BUMBLEBEE

GALLERY

Art, home and gifts

Bumblebee Gallery is an lovely, cosy,
independent art gallery, home

accessories and gift shop; showcasing a
diverse and ever developing range of

carefully hand-picked, beautifully
designed works created by over 70
talented artists and artisans from;

Cumbria, Yorkshire and across Great
Britain. Pop in for some country

goodness.

BATH HOUSE

Bath and body products

Bath house has been designed and made
in The Lake District since 1997 and

includes a wide range of lovely smelling
goodies for you to enjoy. They stock

handmade bath products, salts, body
washes as well as fragrances all of which
get rave reviews. It's lovely little store is

so pretty and the assistants are so friendly
and happy to help you pick something out

you'll love. 

CROFTON AND HALL

Country fashion,
accessories and gifts

Crofton and Hall is a stylish country
outfitters stocking everything from

blazers and gillets to wellington boots.
You'll leave with a whole new wardrobe
and look fancy enough to be an extra on
The Crown! They also sell a lovely range

of food products, homeware and
accessories and although the shop looks

small from the outside - its got everything
that you could want from a posh

department store with a country, home
feel. 

PARMA VIOLET

Homeware and gifts

Parma Violet is one of my favourite shops! It has such lovely children's
toys, stationary and gifts for everyone in the family. They specialise in
some ranges of TinTin toys for the vintage lovers amongst you but also

stock lovely wholesome kids toys, games and soft toys  for this generation.
For the older generation, however,  there is such an array of different

things for each person on your list. I particularly love the David Bowie egg
cups, paper mache animal heads and hand knitted wrist warmers. I would

recommend to head here first then spread out down the high street. 
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ENCANTO

Interior design and gifts

Encanto stocks lovely fabrics, wallpapers
and interior decor and although these
things may be a little too large to fit in

your suitcase to take home on this
occasion its definitely worth a visit. They

do stock smaller gifts also as well as
homeware such as dog beds and vases as

larger gifts for friends and family. They
also offer a gift wrapping service for those  

whom, like myself, are not talented with
the skill of gift wrapping and want to
make you're gifts look extra lovely. 

LA MAISON

Homeware and gifts

La maison, as its name would predict,
stocks lovely homeware and  gifts. These

include lovely Christmas decorations,
wreathes and lights to make the house

super Christmassy after 2020! They also
stock a range of gifts and stocking fillers

such as reed diffusers, Tutti Jewellery and
scarves as well as beautiful gift wrap to

make all of these lovely things extra
special. 

THE SPOTTY HEN

Ladies clothing and
accessories

The Spotty Hen stocks an array of very
colourful and happy clothing for woman

of all sizes. From the second you walk in it
feels to be a happy and friendly shop with

brands such as Adini, Jo Brown and Lily
and Me. Their jewellery is stocked to

match their vibrant colours and the shop
assistants are there to help with anything

you might need.   

LITTLE OWL'S

EMPORIUM

Children's toys

An independent, family owned traditional
toy shop over two floors, where children
are inspired to create, imagine and play.
Upstairs, a bright and engaging treasure

trove of traditional and modern toys.
Downstairs is our bright and colour

playroom packed with craft activities,
painting, drawing, sand, toys and books.

MANY MORE

Other things to do and places to shop

Kirkby Lonsdale has a number of other shops such as a butchers, grocers,
several antiques shops, a Fat Face, Booths and a sewing shop. I would

highly recommend a walk out the back of the church to Ruskin's viewing
point. This is where some of his most famous works were inspired and it

really is a lovely little wonder of no more than 15 minutes round trip from
the high street.
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ONLINE CHRISTMAS

Local but postable

Some of our local towns have put
together Facebook and online selections
of products from their shops so you can
shop small and they can post it to you. I
would recommend joining "Eco-friendly

virtual Christmas market", "Barnard
Castle virtual high-street shopping" and

having a look for others so you don't miss
out.

CHIRSTMAS IN THE

CLOISTERS

December 19th 10-3.

At the time of writing, Kirkby Stephen's
Christmas in the Cloisters will still be

going ahead. This event is usually really
lovely and showcases local talent

brilliantly. Pop along for a traditional
village Christmas fair.

MAINSGILL

Food hall, clothing and
gifts

Mainsgill farm shop on the A66 (around 45
mins away) has opened a large extension

during lockdown. Their wonderful food
hall is open for business as usual with
takeaway coffees and food. Their new
Christmas shop really is something to

behold and is well worth a visit for clothes
from Barbour, Joules etc as well as

getting stocking fillers and little treats. 

THE BOWES

MUSEUM

Christmas market

As far as we are aware at the time of
writing, The Bowes Museum is going
ahead with their outdoor Christmas

market on the 11th, 12th and 13th of
December. Pre-booking is necessary on

their website and tickets can be
purchased there to guarantee entry. If you

haven't seen The Bowes Museum before
it's definitely worth a trip even if you can't

go inside.

COVID 19

It's been a weird year.

Due to Covid restrictions we haven't been able to visit all of these shops in
person in the past month as we would have liked to as a means of

clarifying opening times etc. However, we have hand selected these shops
as we believe they are open as usual. There are other shops in all of these

towns which also stock lovely delights for you and we hope you enjoy
exploring them all. As government guidance is being issued and changed
frequently we hope you understand and abide by all rules going forward

with regard to tiers.


